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Box 1, Tape 1 
 

 
In this interview, Arlette Dachary, former secretary to the head of “Ponts et Chaussées” 
(public works) in Gurs, talks about life and the daily routine in the camp. She remembers 
the organizational chart of the camp and the exact sequence of the deportations. Ms. 
Dachary focuses on the different facilities there and comments on medical treatment, 
food, water and power supply. 
In addition, she comments on the origin and background of several staff members and 
inmates and discusses their fate during the war and/or after the liberation.  
She also shows documents, art and artifacts that were given to her during her stay in Gurs 
and gives information on their origin and the artists.  
 
 
[01:] 00:52:17 – [01:] 11:39:00 
 
She comments on her family background and her education; discusses her first job 
assignment in a military institution, which was responsible for the administration of 
hospitals; describes her duties in this institution and her way of working; focuses on her 
parents’ professions and how they met; comments on the family being obligated to leave 
Bordeaux; talks about her brother, his fate in the military and his later profession in 
France; discusses the bombing of Bordeaux by Germany and England in 1940; comments 
on her seeing the first refugees in Bordeaux; discusses the end of her work at the military 
institution; remembers seeing sailors from northern France arriving on trucks; analyzes 
the reasons for the sailors to go to Bordeaux; discusses her brother being a forced laborer 
in a wood company in Brandenburg; remembers a German colleague of her brother 
writing letters to the family on the brother’s behalf; comments on this German colleague 
being a soldier in France at the time of the German occupation. 
 
[01:] 11:40:00 – [01:] 24:57:00 
 
She discusses the housing of her sister-in-law and her sister-in-law’s parents; describes 
herself looking for employment; comments on her being too young to be a guard and 
getting an assignment as a secretary with the French public authority in charge of 
maintenance of buildings and ground facilities, “Ponts et Chaussées,” (public works), in 
the camp of Gurs; describes the location of her sister-in-law’s house in Navarrenx; 
mentions her own employer Mr. La Hutte and being employed by a Spanish assistant; 
discusses the paperwork for her employment in Gurs; comments on commuting between 
Gurs and Bastanés; describes her administrative duties for “Ponts et Chaussées” in Gurs 
as, e.g., being responsible for the organization of the housing of the police and the civil 
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staff; mentions Mr. Gézère [Gaisaire], the head of the police; focuses on the police work 
in the camp, their reasons for working in the camp, their origin and their duties; 
comments on the civil staff, their origin and their reasons for working in Gurs; mentions 
Mr. Hans, the second head of the police, and Mr. Groel [Groelle]; comments on the 
gender, the former professions, the origin and the responsibilities of the staff involved in 
administration and maintenance of the camp; discusses her daily journey to work, the 
entrance and exit facilities, the gates, guards and other administrative buildings in the 
camp. 
 
[01:] 24:58:00 – [01:] 34:26:10 
 
She comments on the definition of her work and being responsible for correspondence 
and accounting; discusses the working atmosphere; describes the food supply, the 
cooking and eating facilities, the kitchen, the officers’ mess, the service and the quality of 
food, the different food rations for the inmates, and the table settings; talks about her pay; 
discusses the establishment of housing for the guards and the equipment of these “new” 
barracks; comments on her activities on the weekends in Navarrenx and Gurs; talks about 
theater and musical performances in Gurs and the types of performances; discusses the 
origin of the inmates acting as actors and singers; mentions the German-speaking opera 
singer Maria Fusch [Pfusch] and the Viennese violinist Brunner; mentions the actor 
Natin; comments on the Jewish background of the artists of 1942; talks about the 
background of the audience of the performances, the schedule and the language of the 
performances and the prohibition on attendance by most of the inmates. 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 2 
 
 

[02:] 00:53:00 – [02:] 14:09:00 
 
She discusses visiting her sister-in-law on the weekends in Navarrenx; comments on the 
communication with her parents by letter; mentions her mother’s cousin’s connections to  
the French railway system, “Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Français,” (SNCF), 
and their sending food through the train system; talks about her right to a vacation also 
and of spending vacation time in St. Palais; remembers a trip to Bordeaux to visit her 
parents and being searched by the Germans on the train; mentions the departure from the 
station of Sauveterre du Gard; talks about Gurs and the construction of wooden housing 
for officers, inspectors, guards and their families; focuses on the maintenance of the 
facilities in the camp, the size of the camp, the construction of walking paths, the 
challenges with the food and beverage supply and the repairs; mentions the delivery of 
beer; gives the number of people at the time of her arrival; discusses the means of 
transportation between several camps. 
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[02:] 14:10:00 – [02:] 25:38:00 
 
She comments on the different categories of inmates at the time of her arrival in Gurs; 
focuses on the duties of the Spanish inmates in administration and maintenance; discusses 
her contact with the inmates; comments on the freedom of communication and movement 
of the inmates; talks about the existence of watchtowers and barbed wire; remembers Mr. 
Schwarz [Schwartz], a German-speaking man who worked for them in the 
administration; focuses on his status in the camp, his housing, the background of his 
family and his duties in administration and maintenance of the camp; talks about his 
successor Dan Raben and his deportation; mentions a rabbi from Lausanne and being in 
correspondence with him, and another German rabbi, named Hermann; comments on 
their knowledge of the French language. 
 
[02:] 25:39:00 – [02:] 34:24:08 
 
She focuses on the arrival and departure of the Spanish inmates, their gender and her 
relationship and her communication with them; discusses the Spanish inmates being 
assigned to different construction projects; comments again on the fate of Mr. Schwarz 
and his family; mentions the town of Noe and the hospital there; focuses again on the 
arrival of inmates and their gender and origin; discusses the separation of prisoners by 
their origin; comments on the living conditions of the inmates, the bad housing facilities 
and the sleeping and heating facilities; discusses the organizational chart of the 
administration barrack; discusses medical care and the responsibilities of the nurses; 
focuses on the food supply, the cooking routine and the existence of a canteen; comments 
on inmates having jewelry and money with them or with the “Banque de France.” 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 3 
 
 

[03:] 00:51:10 – [03:] 09:12:00 
 
She talks about the food supply and the delivery of vegetables; comments on the 
existence of epidemics and diseases due to deficiencies in the camp; discusses the 
disposal of dead bodies and the number of deaths among Spanish and Jewish inmates; 
focuses on intellectual life in the camp, speeches, classes and cultural activities; discusses 
the International Brigades “Brigade Internationale,” its block, the nationalities and 
political careers and attitudes of the soldiers; comments on the medical care and the 
hospital in the camp and on Jewish women from Austria working as doctors and nurses; 
discusses the maternity service in Gurs and pregnancies as a result of relationships 
between the inmates; focuses on the handling of births and on taking care of newborns; 
talks about the organization of adoption of children by Swiss couples; mentions the 
names Gézère and Anna Schrammler; comments on the medical facilities in the camp, 
the dentist, the organizational chart of the hospital and the nationalities of the staff; talks 
about the director of the camp. 
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[03:] 09:13:10 – [03:] 14:18:00 
 
She comments on the sequence and the organization of the deportations, the cooperation 
with local companies and the supervision by “Ponts et Chaussées”; focuses on the 
organization and the maintenance of the trucks, their arrivals and departures from the 
camp and the nearby station of Oloron; discusses the supervision of the deportation by 
“Ponts et Chaussées”; comments on her relationship with the nurses and their being 
obligated to assist with the deportations; discusses hearing stories from them on the 
organization of the trucks; remembers secretly listening to the English radio and learning 
about deportations to Germany; discusses how England could have known about it 
through people who escaped from the camp. 
 
[03:] 14:19:00 – [03:] 25:05:00 
 
She emphasizes the ignorance of the fate of the Jews; mentions multilingual people in the 
camp listening to international media, taking notes and passing on the information to 
them; discusses the gas chambers as never being mentioned in this news; mentions Mr. 
Plastereque [Plasterec], his origin, history of immigration and administrative tasks in 
the camp; comments on the duration of his stay and his fate after liberation; discusses her 
correspondence with him until he died; talks about German intervention in the 
organization and daily routine of the camp; mentions her maiden name as Feyrin; 
comments on meeting her husband in Gurs; discusses his origin, former profession and 
family; talks about his duties in the camp and the duration of his stay. 
 
[03:] 25:06:00 – [03:] 33:19:23 
 
She focuses on life after the deportations; discusses the duties of the Spanish and Jewish 
inmates who were left; comments on the prohibition on inmates leaving the camp; 
mentions the Spanish inmates receiving contracts that gave them the same status as 
French workers; mentions the Jewish musician Brunner and another musician in the 
camp; focuses on the different categories of inmates; comments on paintings and art 
objects in the camp; mentions the nurse Ms. Aubry; talks about the Swiss Red Cross 
organization, “Croix Rouge Suisse Secours aux Enfants,” and their care of maternity 
issues, the nutrition and entertainment of children; mentions Ms. Tendille; focuses on the 
cemetery in Gurs, its location, construction and the attachment of the names on the 
graves. 
 

 
Box 1, Tape 4 

 
 

[04:] 00:46:08 – [04:] 09:06:00 
 
She comments on the administrative buildings and on the payments for them; focuses 
again on the cemetery, its construction, its location and “Ponts et Chaussées” being 
involved in the acquisition of the land for it; discusses the identification of the dead and 
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creating the inscriptions on the graves; mentions the inspection of the cemetery by Mr. 
Hans; remembers a conversation between her husband and Mr. Hans on burying Jews; 
comments on the status of the cemetery after liberation; discusses the setting and the 
structure of the graves; the public inauguration of the cemetery after the war; talks about 
the identification of the graves through notes by Mr. Plastereque; comments on 
administrative challenges caused by the high number of dead people; discusses the 
handling of the burying facilities; mentions her relationship with some of the deceased. 
 
[04:] 09:07:00 – [04:] 18:31:00 
 
She discusses the liberation and going to Oloron to witness the events; comments on 
resistance groups and partisan groups there; focuses on life in Gurs after the liberation, 
the departure of colleagues while she stayed until 1945; mentions some Spanish and 
Jewish inmates still left; talks about the fate of the German prisoners; comments on 
people interrogated on their membership in the Nazi Party; discusses these interrogations 
being recorded and translated; mentions the director of the camp; comments on the fate of 
the collaborators and her husband’s stay in Gurs; talks about her being transferred to 
Oloron for administrative duties; mentions the carpenters Mr. Villalba and Mr. Arose, the 
electrician Mendoza [Mendoce] not going back to Spain; focuses on her getting married 
and staying in Oloron; remembers the story of a prostitute who was transferred from the 
camp of Reims to Gurs and who was the last official prisoner in Gurs; comments on the 
background of this woman. 
 
[04:] 18:32:00 – [04:] 34:36:04 
 
She shows documents and photographs from the time of her stay in Gurs: 
 
[1. Aerial photograph of Gurs:] She gives an exact explanation of the organization and 
the daily routine in the camp, the housing facilities, the exit and entrance facilities, and 
the connections to neighbor camps. 
 
[2. Photograph of the construction of the barracks] 
 
[3. Part of a plan of Gurs of 1943:] She discusses breaking down some barracks and 
constructing new ones for the staff, comments on her housing with “Ponts et Chaussées,” 
the maintenance facilities, the hospital, the store, the location of the blocks for the 
inmates, the “new” housing for the policemen and the guards, the water and power supply 
and the archives. 
 
[4. Arrival of Spanish refugees in Oloron] 
 
[5. Arrival of Spanish soldiers on trucks:] She comments on the question of whether these 
trucks might have been used to deport Jews; discusses the attitude of the population of 
Oloron toward the Spanish people and the Jews.] 
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Box 1, Tape 5 
 
 

[05:] 00:48:20 – [05:] 35:18:06 
 
She shows documents, arts and artifacts from the time of her stay in Gurs: 
 
[6. 2 photographs of Spanish inmates] 
 
[7. 1 photograph of the intellectual classes in Gurs] 
 
[8. Sketches of the barracks by inmates:] She comments on the shower facilities in the 
barracks. 
 
[9. Her personal entrance and exit permit for the camp] 
 
[10. Several pictures of views on Gurs] 
 
[11. Several pictures of her office, the trucks, Jewish prisoners and guards] 
 
[12. Picture of Mr. Schwarz, first name probably Erich, and another Jewish inmate from 
the Netherlands] 
 
[13. Arrival of Spanish inmates in March 1941] 
 
[14. Document on an exhibit organized by the Swiss Red Cross, “Croix Rouge Suisse 
Secours aux Enfants”] 
 
[15. Two photographs of the cemetery of Gurs] 
 
[16. Picture of Mr. Plastereque and his fiancé:] She comments on Mr. Plastereque’s  
duties of organizing events in the camps.  
 
[17. Copies of a report on the Jewish inmates in Gurs, their backgrounds and origins 
written by Mr. Plastereque] 
 
[18. Copies of papers from the Spanish Civil War of Spanish refugees, and French 
translations:] She mentions the name Rodriguez and a poem that was given to her. 
 
[19. Letter to her father-in-law by a Spanish republican, dated 1937] 
 
[20. Color painting of Gurs by a German Jewish prisoner:] She explains the organization 
and daily routine in the camp; mentions the artist’s name Klaus Gerhard [Gerhardt]; 
discusses all the facilities by using the plan; mentions Ms. Aubry. 
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Box 2, Tape 6 
 
 

In this interview, Arlette Dachary, former secretary to the head of Ponts et Chaussées 
(public works) in Gurs, shows documents and artifacts that were given to her during her 
stay in the camp and comments on the origin and background of several members of the 
staff in the camp and their later fate.  
 
 
[06:] 00:45:00 – [06:] 09:10:00 
 
[21. Watercolor painting by Mr. Turner [Thurner:] she comments on this painting given 
to her husband; discusses drawing and painting in the camp and the delivery of the 
supplies through a store in Oloron; talks about the head of the block giving permission to 
buy painting supplies. 
 
[22. Plane made of cans and tooth brushes, by Spanish inmates]  
 
She remembers a little art object that looked like a barrack and served as a cigarette case; 
discusses the inmates selling art objects or exchanging them for food; mentions Ms. 
Rothschild having enough money to leave the camp and to leave for the U.S.; discusses 
other people and their wealthy status helping them to leave the camp; comments on some 
doctors from Austria and France. 
 
[06:] 09:11:00 – [06:] 21:27:11 
 
She discusses people depositing their money with the “Banque de France”; remembers a 
Polish inmate who was their assistant, his aristocratic origin and his perfect way of 
approaching work; mentions his later departure; comments on life and daily routine after 
the liberation and her personal impressions of this period of her life; talks about some 
“pleasant” things in the camp, the artistic and cultural program, sunbathing and 
friendship; discusses her being interrogated after the liberation; focuses on resistance and 
the different victim groups. 
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